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Microwave heating, as an efficient and environmentally friendly heating
technology, is used in solving rapid deicing issues of asphalt pavement. In this
study, activated carbon powder (ACP) was adopted to partly replace mineral
powder and improve themicrowave heating efficiency of asphalt concrete. Some
tests of key indexes about deicing, microwave heating, asphalt concrete and
asphalt mastic were conducted in laboratory. In order to comprehensively
compare and analyze the performance of asphalt concrete at different
replacements and recommend the best type of asphalt concrete with
laboratory data, an advanced data processing and mathematical model was
established based on improved Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and radar
chart method. The results show that the fi representing the comprehensive
performance of each type of asphalt concrete can be ranked as
f6>f5>f4>f3>f2>f1. Therefore, it can be easily recommended that the type of
asphalt concrete that meets the expected requirements is that with 100% ACP
replacement amount. Additionally, the establishedmodel has proved feasible and
effective through the application of this research. Finally, this research’s process
and results can provide a new idea and reference for resolution of similar
problems in the future.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Compared with traditional deicing methods, microwave heating provides significant
convenience and considerable saving in cost (Mou and Li, 2003). It exploits the energy
carried by microwave and turned into heat to melt the ice on the surface of the pavement.
Opinions have been pointed out that aggregates (especially sieve size from 4.75 to 9.5 mm)
account for most in microwave heating and determine the heating efficiency (Guo et al.,
2020; Trigos et al., 2020). However, due to the conventional material used in asphalt mixture,
the microwave heating efficiency (MHE) has not reached the satisfactory researchers expect
(Osborne and Hutcheson, 1989). In recent years, much attention has been paid to search
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proper microwave absorbing materials. For instance, Wang et al.
(2016) compared the MHE of asphalt containing magnetite
aggregates with that containing general basalt aggregates, finding
out MHE of the former is 6.15 times of the latter. Wang et al. (2019a)

get the similar result and put forward that MHA reduces heating
uniformity and MHE can be influenced by ambient temperature.
Jahanbakhsh, et al. (2018) found out that carbon black (CB) can
enhance the conductivity and sensitivity to microwave radiation and

FIGURE 1
The selected indexes system.

TABLE 1 Test data of evaluation index.

Type
index

C1/
times/mm

C2/
με

C3/
%

C4/
%

C5/
KPa

C6/
Pa·s

C7/
MPa

C8/
KPa

C9/
oC/s

C10/
oC/s

C1/
%

C12/
g/s

0% (P1) 887 2700 89.4 4.71 96.87 1.05 654 0.402 0.238 0.430 40 0.246

20% (P2) 978 2800 80.3 4.79 102.5 1.068 697 0.410 0.256 0.487 45 0.299

40% (P3) 1061 3000 77.1 4.87 117.68 1.083 699 0.430 0.432 0.509 48 0.434

60% (P4) 1187 3300 76.0 4.95 126.48 1.345 715 0.447 0.478 0.710 63 0.459

80% (P5) 1231 3500 75.2 5.03 328.23 1.415 718 0.462 0.674 0.750 69 0.518

100% (P6) 1358 3750 75.0 5.13 351.1 1.58 738 0.493 0.720 0.838 79 0.607

FIGURE 2
The hierarchical analysis model.
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CB modified asphalt mixture showed higher MHE than those of
limestone and siliceous mixture. Gao et al. (2019) utilized steel wool
fiber and assessed the heating uniformity and sustainability of the
asphalt mixture under −5 and −10°C and offered an optimal content.
Ding et al. (2020) conducted a microwave heating test to establish the
effectiveness of a ferric aluminum mixture (Al2O3:Fe3O4 = 1:1) and
hydroxy iron powder in enhancing microwave deicing

FIGURE 3
The processing flow AHP and improved AHP.

TABLE 2 Establishment method of comparison matrix.

Value meaning Scale

The ith factor is more important than the jth factor 2

The ith factor is as important as the jth factor 1

The ith factor is not as important as the jth factor 0
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sensitivity.Yıldız and Atakan, (2020) evaluated the possibility of fly
ash in enhancing the microwave heating performance, which shows
positive impact as a result. Liu et al. (2019b) andWang et al. (2019b)
used active carbon powder (ACP) as filler and described the ice-
melting characteristic by infrared thermography and melting speed
while examine the mechanical performance of the mixture
simultaneously, which showed improvement in rutting and fatigue
resistance and microwave absorbing capacity. Liu and Sun, (2024)
proved that ACP replacement of mineral powder can improve the
thermal stability of asphalt mixture. In order to quantificationally
compare the microwave performance, researchers have also brought
out key parameters including the surface temperature, heat
distribution, deicing time and thermal diffusion to judge the
microwave deicing performances of all the additives (Guo,
et al., 2020).

Activated carbon powder (ACP) is a material in black with
developed pore structure and large specific surface area, thus it is
equipped with its good adsorption performance, chemical and
physical stability. In view of its unique microcrystalline and
chemical structure, researchers have applied ACP to asphalt
mixture in order to improve its performances and other
functional demand. In mechanical performances, Bostancioğlu
and Oruc, (2015) used ACP and furan resin as additives and
discovered increase in Marshall stability and quotient by 9% and
25% respectively. Seyrek et al. (2020) further found that the addition
of ACP makes contribution to high- and low-temperature
performance and resistance against fatigue cracking as well as
permanent deformation. Liu and Wang, (2019a) substituted
mineral powder by ACP to modify asphalt mastic, which showed
significant improvement in shear strength viscosity and low-

TABLE 3 Comparison matrix.

Index C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12

C1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0

C2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0

C3 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0

C4 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0

C5 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

C6 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

C7 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

C8 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

C9 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0

C10 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0

C11 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0

C12 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1

TABLE 4 Judgment matrix.

Index C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12

C1 1 1 1 1 9/2 9/2 9/2 9/2 11/4 11/4 11/4 4/9

C2 1 1 1 1 9/2 9/2 9/2 9/2 11/4 11/4 11/4 4/9

C3 1 1 1 1 9/2 9/2 9/2 9/2 11/4 11/4 11/4 4/9

C4 1 1 1 1 9/2 9/2 9/2 9/2 11/4 11/4 11/4 4/9

C5 2/9 2/9 2/9 2/9 1 1 1 1 3/8 3/8 3/8 1/6

C6 2/9 2/9 2/9 2/9 1 1 1 1 3/8 3/8 3/8 1/6

C7 2/9 2/9 2/9 2/9 1 1 1 1 3/8 3/8 3/8 1/6

C8 2/9 2/9 2/9 2/9 1 1 1 1 3/8 3/8 3/8 1/6

C9 3/8 3/8 3/8 3/8 11/4 11/4 11/4 11/4 1 1 1 1/4

C10 3/8 3/8 3/8 3/8 11/4 11/4 11/4 11/4 1 1 1 1/4

C11 3/8 3/8 3/8 3/8 11/4 11/4 11/4 11/4 1 1 1 1/4

C12 9/4 9/4 9/4 9/4 23/4 23/4 23/4 23/4 4/1 4/1 4/1 1
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temperature rheological property. Thanks to ACP’s porous
structure, environment functions become possible. Hu et al.
(2019) noted that the addition of ACP not only enhanced

filtration effectiveness but also lowered the pH of runoff and
increased the rate of pollution removal. Lei et al. (2020) adopted
ACP to modify TiO2 by which the spectral response range is

TABLE 5 Optimal transfer matrix.

Index C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12

C1 0 0 0 0 0.6891 0.6891 0.6891 0.6891 0.3484 0.3484 0.3484 −0.2229

C2 0 0 0 0 0.6891 0.6891 0.6891 0.6891 0.3484 0.3484 0.3484 −0.2229

C3 0 0 0 0 0.6891 0.6891 0.6891 0.6891 0.3484 0.3484 0.3484 −0.2229

C4 0 0 0 0 0.6891 0.6891 0.6891 0.6891 0.3484 0.3484 0.3484 −0.2229

C5 −0.6891 −0.6891 −0.6891 −0.6891 0 0 0 0 −0.3407 −0.3407 −0.3407 −0.9120

C6 −0.6891 −0.6891 −0.6891 −0.6891 0 0 0 0 −0.3407 −0.3407 −0.3407 −0.9120

C7 −0.6891 −0.6891 −0.6891 −0.6891 0 0 0 0 −0.3407 −0.3407 −0.3407 −0.9120

C8 −0.6891 −0.6891 −0.6891 −0.6891 0 0 0 0 −0.3407 −0.3407 −0.3407 −0.9120

C9 −0.3484 −0.3484 −0.3484 −0.3484 0.3407 0.3407 0.3407 0.3407 0 0 0 −0.5713

C10 −0.3484 −0.3484 −0.3484 −0.3484 0.3407 0.3407 0.3407 0.3407 0 0 0 −0.5713

C11 −0.3484 −0.3484 −0.3484 −0.3484 0.3407 0.3407 0.3407 0.3407 0 0 0 −0.5713

C12 0.2229 0.2229 0.2229 0.2229 0.9120 0.9120 0.9120 0.9120 0.5713 0.5713 0.5713 0

TABLE 6 Quasi-optimum consistent matrix.

Index C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12

C1 1 1 1 1 4.8876 4.8876 4.8876 4.8876 2.2305 2.2305 2.2305 0.5985

C2 1 1 1 1 4.8876 4.8876 4.8876 4.8876 2.2305 2.2305 2.2305 0.5985

C3 1 1 1 1 4.8876 4.8876 4.8876 4.8876 2.2305 2.2305 2.2305 0.5985

C4 1 1 1 1 4.8876 4.8876 4.8876 4.8876 2.2305 2.2305 2.2305 0.5985

C5 0.2046 0.2046 0.2046 0.2046 1 1 1 1 0.4563 0.4563 0.4563 0.1225

C6 0.2046 0.2046 0.2046 0.2046 1 1 1 1 0.4563 0.4563 0.4563 0.1225

C7 0.2046 0.2046 0.2046 0.2046 1 1 1 1 0.4563 0.4563 0.4563 0.1225

C8 0.2046 0.2046 0.2046 0.2046 1 1 1 1 0.4563 0.4563 0.4563 0.1225

C9 0.4483 0.4483 0.4483 0.4483 2.1913 2.1913 2.1913 2.1913 1 1 1 0.2683

C10 0.4483 0.4483 0.4483 0.4483 2.1913 2.1913 2.1913 2.1913 1 1 1 0.2683

C11 0.4483 0.4483 0.4483 0.4483 2.1913 2.1913 2.1913 2.1913 1 1 1 0.2683

C12 1.6707 1.6707 1.6707 1.6707 8.1660 8.1660 8.1660 8.1660 3.7265 3.7265 3.7265 1

TABLE 7 Weights of all indexes.

Index C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12

Weights 0.1276 0.1276 0.1276 0.1276 0.0261 0.0261 0.0261 0.0261 0.0572 0.0572 0.0572 0.2133

TABLE 8 The included angles between the index axes in the radar chart.

Index α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8 α9 α10 α11 α12
Angle/o 45.936 45.936 45.936 45.936 9.396 9.396 9.396 9.396 20.592 20.592 20.592 76.788
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extended and dispersion performance enhanced. Xiao et al. (2017)
verified the high porosity and large internal surface in ACP and used
it to reduce volatile organic compounds (VOCs) the pavement
produces. Moreover, Karimi et al. (2018) took advantage of
ACP’s microwave adsorption ability and use it as binder-based
conductive addictive, which showed potential in crack-healing
performance under microwave. Kavussi et al. (2020) evaluated
the microwave heating properties of ACP and pointed out its
feasibility in microwave healing. As mentioned above, ACP
shows a huge potential in road engineering.

Based on above literature review and analysis, the idea which
ACP was used in asphalt concrete to improve its microwave heating
capable is feasible. Therefore, many related tests were conducted in
laboratory and a lot of data was obtained. In order to qualitatively
and quantitatively analyze and compare the comprehensive
performance of all types of asphalt concrete considering all test
results of indexes, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and radar
chart method are used to complete this work. AHP was first brought
forward in the 1980 by Saaty to assist in solving complex decision
problems by capturing both subjective and objective evaluation
measures (Saaty, 1980). Since it is simplicity and of great
flexibility, AHP has been studied extensively and utilized in
nearly every application related to multiple criteria decision-

making (MCDM) problem (Ho and Ma, 2018). It provides a
concise and useful method for decision making in a complex
system composed of many interrelated and restrictive factors
(Ishizaka and Labib, 2011). AHP contains four main steps:
stratification, weights comparison, weights calculation and
verification of consistency (Shin et al., 2020). Stratification leads
to the formation of a hierarchy, which comprises a decision goal,
decision criteria, and alternatives. Then, elements at each level are
compared based on the assumption of inter-independent and the
weight matrix is structured. Consistency verification is conducted to
prevent the mistake made subjectively by decision-makers and to
ensure the optimal outcome (Darko et al., 2018). Moreover, radar
chart method originated in Japan as a useful graphical display
method for multivariate data and has been used in several fields
(Bianchin et al., 2018). Compared with traditional mathematical
analysis method, radar chart projects the indicator status of
the evaluation object onto a two-dimensional plane, therefore
offering an intuitive visualization under various indicators and
quantitative evaluation via combination of numerical proportions
(Chen et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2017). The basic shape of a radar
chart generally contains 3 concentric circles and necessary
indicators dividing the circle by fan shapes. The smallest circle
represents the lowest level, which is 1/2 of the average, while the
middle circle corresponds to the average level, and the largest circle
denotes the advanced level. Furthermore, each sector is subdivided
into sub-indicators.Corresponding index values of subfactors are
marked and the adjacent points are connected with lines to form a
radar chart. Before forming a radar chart, optimal combination of
indicators should be determined in order to prevent the impact on
evaluation indexes such as area and perimeter caused by the
change in the order of indicators (Liu et al., 2008; Kalonia
et al., 2013).

In this study, ACP was used to partly replace mineral powder to
improve deicing efficiency of asphalt concrete under microwave
heating. In the laboratory, the twelve key indexes of these different
types of asphalt concrete were studied and a large amount of data
was obtained. Under the premise of considering the weight of each
index, it is very difficult to compare and analyze the comprehensive
performance of these different types of asphalt concrete. In order to
solve this problem, the improved AHP was used to determine the
weight of each index, and then the radar chart method was used to
qualitatively and quantitatively analyze the comprehensive
performance of different types of asphalt concrete. After these
calculations and analyses, a best type of asphalt concrete that
meets the expected requirements is recommended. Finally, the

FIGURE 4
Radar chart considering weight value.

TABLE 9 Data after being standardized.

Type index C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12

P1 0.6532 0.7200 1.0000 0.9181 0.2759 0.6646 0.8862 0.8154 0.3306 0.5131 0.5063 0.4053

P2 0.7202 0.7467 0.8982 0.9337 0.2919 0.6759 0.9444 0.8316 0.3556 0.5811 0.5696 0.4926

P3 0.7813 0.8000 0.8624 0.9493 0.3352 0.6854 0.9472 0.8722 0.6000 0.6074 0.6076 0.7150

P4 0.8741 0.8800 0.8501 0.9649 0.3602 0.8512 0.9688 0.9067 0.6639 0.8473 0.7975 0.7562

P5 0.9065 0.9333 0.8412 0.9805 0.9349 0.8956 0.9729 0.9371 0.9361 0.8950 0.8734 0.8534

P6 1.0000 1.0000 0.8389 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
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process and results of this research can provide a new idea and
reference for solving similar problems in the future.

1.2 Objective of this research

Based on the above literature review and discussion, the main
objectives of this research are summarized as the following two points:

1) A model that can comprehensively compare and analyze
the performance of different types of asphalt concrete will
be established under the condition of considering
multiple indexes.

2) This establishedmodel will be applied to analyze different types of
ACPmodified asphalt concrete, and finally the best type of asphalt
concrete that meets the expected requirements will be
recommended.

FIGURE 5
(Continued).
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2 Information of the evaluated object

2.1 Introduction of the evaluated object

In this study, ACP was used to partially replace mineral
powder (0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% replacement of
volume of mineral powder) to achieve efficient deicing of
asphalt concrete under microwave radiation. To know whether
this idea is feasible, these six types of asphalt concrete should be
prepared and then comprehensively evaluated. Finally, the final
conclusion can be drawn. These six asphalt concretes are all
prepared in the laboratory using the Marshall design method in
accordance with Chinese standards (Chinese Standard, 2011).
Some special measures in preparing process can refer to the
related requirements in references Liu et al. (2019b) and Wang
et al. (2019a).

2.2 Selection of evaluation index

The selected evaluation indicators mainly include four categories.
They are asphalt mastic, asphalt concrete, microwave heating and
deicing. Asphalt mastic is an important part of asphalt concrete, and it
plays a very important role in asphalt concrete. Its composition and
structure determine the high-temperature deformation resistance and
low-temperature cracking resistance of asphalt concrete (Liu et al.,
2008; Wang et al., 2019a). More importantly, in this study, ACP is
used to partially replace mineral powder, so the impact of this on
asphalt mastic has to be considered. Additionally, the engineering
performance of asphalt concrete must be considered under any
circumstances. Chen, (2023) found several relationships with the
performance of asphalt mixtures. Liu and Sun, (2024) found that

high temperature elasticity of asphalt was enhanced by adding ACP
and asphalt mastic interaction ability were strongly enhanced when
replacing part of filler with ACP. If in order to achieve a certain
purpose, the engineering performance of asphalt concrete cannot
meet the requirements of its use, then any effort is futile. It is the
ultimate goal of this research to improve the microwave heating
capacity of asphalt concrete and finally achieve the goal of efficient
deicing. Therefore, these two categories cannot be ignored.

Based on the above discussion, after the four aspects are
determined, some specific key evaluation indexes in each aspect
are selected for subsequent related experiments. These selected
specific indexes are summarized in Figure 1. These indexes are
divided into four categories which are deicing, microwave heating,
asphalt mastic and asphalt concrete, respectively. The ranking of their
importance is Ideicing > Iasphalt concrete > Imicrowave heating > Iasphalt mastic.

2.3 Collection of evaluated data

After the evaluation index and test plan are determined, relevant
experiments need to be carried out to obtain the laboratory test data
of each evaluation index. Eight of the twelve index tests (C1, C2, C3,
C4, C4, C6, C7, and C8) were carried out in accordance with the
requirements of the Chinese standard (Chinese Standard, 2011), and
the remaining four (C9, C10, C11, and C12) were carried out in
accordance with the requirements described in these three
references (Liu and Wang, 2019a; Liu et al., 2019b; Wang et al.,
2019b). By many and orderly laboratory experiments, many
expected data have been obtained, as shown in Table 1. These
data will be used and processed in subsequent research.

3 Methodology and data pre-
processing

3.1 Analytic hierarchy process of
improvement

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) treats the object of study
as a system and makes decisions using a process of decomposition,
comparative judgment, and synthesis. It has become an important
tool for system analysis, developed after the methods of mechanistic
and statistical analysis. The essence of the system’s approach is to
not sever the impact of various factors on the outcome. In AHP, the
weighting of each level directly or indirectly affects the outcome, and
the impact of each factor at every level on the outcome is quantified,
making it very clear and precise. This method is particularly useful
for evaluating systems with unstructured characteristics, as well as
for multi-objective, multi-criteria, and multi-period system
evaluations.When the number of selected indicators is large, it is
necessary to improve AHP, and the specific methods are as follows.

1) Establishment of a hierarchical analysis model

Our aim in this study is to recommend the best type of asphalt
concrete that meets expectations. Therefore, the best type of asphalt
concrete is of course the objective layer in the AHP. The twelve
selected key indexes are used as the criterion layer in the model.

FIGURE 5
(Continued). The radar charts for six types of asphalt mixture.

TABLE 10 The calculation results of fi.

fi f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6

Calculation results 0.6849 0.7103 0.7840 0.8494 0.9199 0.9992
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Finally, the six types of asphalt concrete are the plan layer in the
model. The hierarchical analysis model constructed according to
this idea is shown in Figure 2.

2) Comparison matrix

The traditional AHP judgment matrix is established by the nine-
scale method. In the practical establishment process, the subjective
factors of experts dominate, which will bias the evaluation results. In
addition, when the matrix consistency check is performed, if the
judgment matrix is not consistent, the main function of the AHP
scheme’s optimal ranking will be destroyed. Therefore, it must be
restructured and calculated until it is passed, and the amount of
calculation is large and the accuracy is not high (Ho and Ma, 2018).
The improved AHP adopts the three-scale method, whichmakes it easy
for experts to make relatively important comparisons between the two
factors without the need for consistency testing. Moreover, this method
can also greatly reduce the number of iterations, improve the
convergence speed, and meet the requirement of calculation
accuracy (Kong et al., 2013). Their calculation processes are shown
in Figures 3A, B respectively.

The specific description of the three-scale method is shown in
Table 2. Comparison matrix (A=(Aij)m×n) according to the method
in Table 2 can be easily established. The comparison matrix form of
A is shown in Eq. 1.

A �
a11 a12 · · · a1n
a21 a22 · · · a2n
· · · · · · · · ·
am1 am2 · · · amn

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (1)

3) Calculation of the importance ranking index

The importance ranking index (ri and rj) is used to calculate the
judgment matrix. ri and rj are calculated according to Eq. 2 and Eq. 3,
respectively.

ri � ∑n
j�1
aij (2)

rj � ∑m
i�1
aij (3)

4) Judgment matrix

The judgment matrix (B) is calculated according to Eq. 4.

bij �

ri − rj
rmax − rmin

× km − 1( ) + 1 ri ≥ or � rj

ri − rj
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣

rmax − rmin
× km − 1( ) + 1[ ]−1

ri ≤ rj

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩ (4)

The parameter km in Eq. 4 is calculated according Eq. 5.

km � rmax

rmin
(5)

5) The optimal transfer matrix of the judgment matrix

The optimal transfer matrix C of the judgment matrix B is
calculated according to Eq. 6.

cij � 1
n
∑n
k�1

lg
bik
bjk

( ) (6)

6) Calculation of the quasi-optimum consistent matrix of the
judgment matrix

Eq. 7 is the calculation method of the quasi-optimum consistent
matrix D of the judgment matrix B.

dij � 10cij (7)

7) Calculation of the weight of each index

The eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of
matrix D is calculated, and then they are standardized. Finally,
the weight value (Wj) of each index is obtained.

8) Calculation of the included angle of the index axis

Finally, the included angles between the index axes can be
calculated by applying the weights calculated in the previous step
in combination with Eq. 8.

αj � 360o × Wj (8)

3.2 Radar chart method

3.2.1 Standardized processing of evaluation
index data

Usually there are both absolute and relative quantitative indicators
in the comprehensive evaluation (CE) system. The absolute quantity
index is a physical quantity related to the dimension. Generally
speaking, different indicators have different units, and the same
indicator often does not have the same value in different units. This
often results in several orders of magnitude difference in values between
the indicators. When the magnitude and speed of the change of each
index value are close, the relative index can be used for comprehensive
evaluation. Therefore, in this case, the data can be processed without
dimension according to Eq. 9. If the magnitude and speed of the change
of each index value are very different, the data can be standardized
according to Eqs 10–12. According to the characteristic of the data
obtained in this study, the application of Eq. 9 can complete the
standardization of these data. In addition, the indexes selected in
this study are all positive indexes, so all data can be standardized
according to the same formula.

Epq �

epq
max epq

Positive index( )
e0

epq − e0
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ + e0

Fixed index( )

1 − epq
max epq

Reverse index( )

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(9)
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yq
p � xq

p − E xp( )
σ xp( ) (10)

E xp( ) ≈ 1
n
∑
q

xq
p (11)

σ xi( ) ≈
���������������
1
n
∑
q

xq
p − E xp( )( )2√

(12)

After the standardization is completed, all the data can be
displayed in the radar chart. But the comprehensive performance
of each asphalt mixture can only be roughly seen from the radar
chart, their ranking must be obtained by calculating area and
perimeter of the radar chart. Eq. 13 is the characteristic vector
including the area and perimeter of the radar chart.

Up � Sp, Lp[ ] (13)

where Up represents the characteristic vector of the pth object; Sp
represents the area of the radar chart; Lp represents the perimeter of
the radar chart. Their calculation method is shown in Eq. 14.

Sp � ∑n
q�1

πa2pq ·
αq
360

� ∑n
q�1

πa2pq ·Wq

Lp � ∑n
q�1

2πapq · αq
360

� ∑n
q�1

2πaij ·Wq

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩ (14)

Evaluation vector (Zp) is defined as Eq. 15.

Zp � zp1, zp2[ ] (15)

where zp1 is the relative area of evaluation indicator; zp2 is the relative
perimeter of evaluation indicator. Their calculation method is
shown in Eq. 16.

zp1 � Sp
max Sp

zp2 � Lp

2
���
πSp

√
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩ (16)

The final evaluation result is calculated according to Eq. 17. The
larger the value is, the better the performance of the evaluated
object is.

fp � ��������
zp1 × zp2

√
(17)

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Calculation results of each index weight
based on improved analytic
hierarchy process

Since the matrix established in this study is difficult to be
processed by manual calculation, the following calculation results
are all calculated with the help of Matlab® software. The
Supplementary Appendix is the original calculation procedure.

1) Comparison matrix

Comparison matrix (A=(Aij)m×n) according to the method in
Table 2 can be easily established. The results are shown in Table 3.

2) Judgment matrix

According to Eq. 4, the judgment matrix (B) is calculated and
their calculation results are summarized in Table 4.

3) The optimal transfer matrix

According to Eq. 6, the optimal transfer matrix C of the
judgment matrix B is calculated and the results are shown in Table 5.

4) The quasi-optimum consistent matrix

The quasi-optimum consistent matrix D of matrix B can be
calculated by Eq. 7, and the calculation results are shown in Table 6.

5) Calculation of the weight of each index

Complete the calculation according to the aforementioned
method and obtain the calculation results. They are all
summarized in Table 7.

6) Calculation of the included angle of the index axis

When the weight of each index is determined, the angle
between the indexes in the radar chart can be calculated
according to Eq. 8. The calculation results of the included
angle of the index axis are shown in Table 8. Based on these
angles, a radar chart that considers the weights of all indexes can
be drawn, as shown in Figure 4 can intuitively show the
proportion of importance that each indicator occupies in the
whole part. Radar charts provide an intuitive display of multi-
dimensional data sets, allowing for the identification of similar
values among variables and the detection of outliers. They are
particularly effective for highlighting which variables score high
or low within a dataset, showcasing performance and strengths.
These charts are especially suitable for presenting multiple key
features of a dataset, or for comparing these features against
standard values. Generally, radar charts are applicable for
comparing multiple data entries across various
dimensions.This is mainly due to the calculation of the
weights of all indicators using the improved AHP. However,
such work still only stays at the level of qualitative analysis and
cannot reach the level of quantitative analysis. This is difficult to
accept for scientific research. Simultaneously, the best type of
asphalt concrete type cannot be recommended based on these
results. Therefore, follow-up work will be continued to make up
for this deficiency.

4.2 Analysis of radar chart results

The laboratory test data in Table 1 is standardized by Eq. 9.
These standardized results are shown in Table 9.

From the calculation results in Table 9 and included angles
between the index axes, the radar chart shown in Figure 5 can be
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drawn. The comprehensive performances of the six types of
asphalt concrete are drawn on five radar charts. This is to allow a
clear comparison between the control group and the five
modified asphalt concretes. First of all, it can be seen
intuitively and clearly from Figure 5 that the comprehensive
performances of the five modified asphalt concretes is all better
than that of the control group. Additionally, from the
observation and comparison of these five radar charts, it is
found that when the replacement amount of ACP reaches
80%, the index C5 has increased significantly. Index
C5 represents the shear strength of asphalt mastic. Such
results indicate that 80% or more of the replacement amount
of ACP is very effective for improving the shear strength of
asphalt mastic. Index C3 is also very special, and it represents the
moisture sensitivity of asphalt concrete. Figure 5 shows that the
moisture sensitivity of the control group is the lowest, and the
moisture sensitivity of asphalt concrete increases slightly with
the increase of the ACP replacement amount. The performance
of other indexes of modified asphalt concrete is better than those
of the control group and with the increase in the amount of ACP
replacement, the performances of modified asphalt concrete are
getting better and better. However, all these comparisons and
analyses only stay at the level of qualitative analysis. Such results
are far from meeting the requirements of a scientific research.
Therefore, in the next step we will focus on making this research
reach the level of quantitative analysis.

In order to get the exact ranking of all types of asphalt mixture,
the results of Zp are calculated according to Eqs 13–16. The results
are as follow:

Z1 = [z11, z12] = [0.4971, 0.9438]; Z2 = [z21, z22] = [0.5238,
0.9633];Z3 = [z31, z32] = [0.6235, 0.9857]; Z4 = [z41, z42] = [0.7279,
0.9911];Z5 = [z51, z52] = [0.8475, 0.9985]; Z6 = [z61, z62] =
[0.1000, 0.9983].

According to the results of Zi, fi can be easily calculated
according to Eq. 17. The calculation results are summarized
in Table 10.

From Table 10, it can be concluded that the ranking of fi is
f6˃f5˃f4˃f3˃f2˃f1. From the perspective of comprehensive
performance, the larger the replacement amount of ACP is,
the better the performance of asphalt concrete is.
The comprehensive performance of the asphalt concrete with
100% ACP replacement amount was about 46% higher than that
of the control group. The comprehensive performance of asphalt
concrete with the least 20% ACP replacement amount is
also about 4% higher than that of the control
group. Certainly, such conclusions are based on the
evaluation system and evaluation model of this research. This
is not a fixed conclusion. Readers can modify this model
according to their focus and perspective, and they may get
different conclusions. This also reflects that the purpose and
original intention of this research is to find and establish a
flexible and hierarchical evaluation system for the
comprehensive performance of asphalt concrete. Such an
evaluation system can reduce the influence of human
factors on conclusions and is more objective, convenient
and scientific.

5 Summary

In this study, ACP was used to partly replace mineral powder
to improve deicing efficiency of asphalt concrete under
microwave heating. In the laboratory, the twelve key indexes
of these different types of asphalt concrete were studied and a
large amount of data was obtained. Under the premise of only
considering the weight of each index, it is very difficult to
compare and analyze the comprehensive performance of these
different types of asphalt concrete. In order to solve this
problem, the improved AHP was used to determine the
weight of each index, and then the radar chart method was
used to qualitatively and quantitatively analyze the
comprehensive performance of different types of asphalt
concrete. The conclusions obtained are as follows:

• From the calculation results of the model, the rank of fi
representing the comprehensive performance of each type
of asphalt concrete can be obtained as f6 > f5 > f4 > f3 > f2
> f1. Based on this result, it can be easily recommended that the
type of asphalt concrete that meets the expected requirements
is an asphalt concrete with 100% ACP replacement amount.

• The established comprehensive comparison and analysis
model of different types of asphalt concrete performance
has proved feasible and effective through the application of
this research. However, the object of this article is specific, and
the factors considered are relatively targeted.This research
process and results can provide a new idea and reference
for resolution of similar problems in the future.
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